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INTANGIBLE #1-14  
SERIES DESCRIPTION: 
The Human body acts as a vessel for the mind in which controls its function. It is a canvas of 
exterior influence, experience, vibrations, and projections of others.  
 
These works are a physical manifestation of the metaphysical and intangible experiences of the 
human body.  
 
 These intangibles consist of  

1. Ethereal and Spiritual relationships within our human bodies  
2. Silent and Oppressive systems within society  

The work is to acknowledge, understand, and heal these relationships through acts of creation. 
 
The creation process of these paintings serve as a tool to help reconcile, purify, and protect. An 
active moving meditation that is imaginative, iterative and generative. Using color, line, and 
shape, the work channels sensations and experiences.  
 
Creating the lines is a process of control and destruction. The colors are created from temporal 
desire and are an actualization of non-linear experience. Ultimately, they function to make 
intangible experiences- physical, reconcile the body's suffering, and create an act of joy. 
 
The intention is to create a harmonious relationship with mind, spirit and body. The outcome as 
these paintings, exists as an extension of a deep desire to connect and create cathartic 
experiences with others. Not only an observation, the work is a confrontation of reality and 
encourages the viewer to re-render their experience. 

 



 
 
 

 
PROTECTION 
30x40” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
The black, standing apart in stark contrast to the colorful mixture of flow and organic shapes, is dark                  
matter. An external force that is impacting the physical form of the body. The pink embellishes a feminine                  
energy and the green is representative of nature and organic matter. The white shapes are protective                
barriers, containers, and forms that are defensive of the substance they hold. Not tied to a specific                 
experience or memory, the movement of this painting exemplifies the battle of the empathetic body in its                 
existence. To understand where physical forms meet consciousness and to form boundaries against             
harmful forces is the work of this image. Creating the black parts is a process of channeling dark matter, it                    
releases through the hands and onto the canvas.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy #1-20 
 
 

 
BALANCE 
30x40” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
A silhouette of white is projected onto a form that is larger and in less control. A dark negative space 
encompasses the left side while a symbolic quarter moon hovers in the background. The image is 
representative of both an acknowledgement of female beauty as well as well as a desire to fit within a 
model of femininity. The forms are sexy because they are both obvious and mysterious. The body is 
effortlessly stacked and relaxing, and efforlessness is sexy too. 
Annalise Yuri Murphy #2-20 
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GROWTH 
30x40” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
The creative process with these paintings is both figurative and iterative. This is the third painting of the 
series and was constructed over an extended period of time compared to the two preceding it. While the 
female body is the cornerstone to each of these images, the entropy of time and mood ultimately separate 
the content of each painting.  
This figure feels less representational of emotional energy and more interested in the tissue and 
production of the body. An exterior body element acts as a container to growth, like skin, and additional 
elements are an  act of life giving, sperm and an egg. Alien-like growth mimics the notion of a baby being 
born. Something foreign entering the body with the body containing, nurturing and caring, holding onto.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy #3-20 
 
 

 
BACKSTROKE 
40x60” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
A figure takes a back stroke in a body of rushing water. 
This painting emblematizes the nature of “going with the flow” as compared to holding onto matter that is 
not helpful. The understanding is that it is difficult to let go and into a flow, a river of life, and the 
unknown. It is much easier to hold onto something that is dark and dead, something that is no longer 
serving us that is tangible, than to release and let ourselves into the unknown. Let us not hold onto only 
what we know, simply because it is within reach.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy #4-20 
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BIG BLUE 
40x60” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
Big Blue is a Painting that was started and finished during quarantine in New York City, March 2020. 
Everyday of Quarantine where the artist did not interact with another human, a new layer of blue was 
placed upon the painting. The painting was composed of multi-dimensional shades of blue.  
FluidCore#5-20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This section of the series was created during the summer of the 2020 global pandemic. Leaving the city, 
these five paintings were made in the heart of the Catskills mountains in the town of Willow and in the 
town of West Kill. 
 
This series was created during the summer of the 2020 pandemic. Leaving the city, these three paintings 
made in the heart of the Catskills mountain, sun the town of WestKill. An environment surrounded by 
rivers, lakes, waterfalls.  
 
As the anxiety of disease spread through the city and as an individual deeply in love with nature, it was a 
natural instinct to return to nature and foster a romance with the mountains. The environment was 
peaceful, growing an awareness of the surrounding energies, cycles, and beings.  
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FOOT - JUMPING IN 
30x40” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
Do you test the waters or jump right in? This is the feeling before the body is fully immersed. Freedom of 
choice and decision, understanding what the otherside is like.  Water as a form of life and refreshment, 
running water as flow and healing. The question is do you test the waters or jump right in. Claiming this 
decision and holding it. 
A figure that is vectorized, an amount of control that is rendering the body as vectorized. The human hand 
mimicking the control of the machine.  Understanding an aesthetic that is regurgitated from controlling a 
machine. Having the hand be as accurate and precise as a programmed computer. Exerting this control as 
a dichotomy with the image, something that is on the break of change or about to explode. Control seems 
consistent, when everything else is quite temporal. The anticipation of a feeling is countered by sustaining 
control.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy - #6-20 
 

 
KODAMI 
30x40” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
In Japanese folklore, the kodama are little forest spirits that live within the trees. They are said to live in 
specific trees, which are marked with ropes, and will ‘bleed’ if they are cut down.  
This Kodami painting is representative of these peaceful and protective forest spirits. Fluidity of the 
orange is the lighting that hails from the summer sun and into the forest. Within the painting there is a soft 
whisper of the rustling trees and the elements, the land, the wind, and the kodami existing in harmony 
together.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy - #7-20 
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TURNING OVER 
30x40” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
During the pandemic, the artist first started to explore and navigate sexual relationships with distant 
strangers via the internet. This consisted of rediscovering sharing images of our bodies and having 
conversations by video instead of in person. The framing is very specific when creating a digital sense of 
self and display of sexual identity within the context of the internet.  
This painting was created 180degrees upside down of what it is displayed as.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy - #8-20 
 

 
MITOCHONDRIA 
30x40” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
This painting was inspired by the part of the cell that produces energy and feeds the cell itself.  
During the pandemic a particular investigation and interest into “How To Protect Life” brought the artist 
to the idea of the mitochondria as one of the essential parts of Life itself, the powerhouse of the cell and 
the singular and the part of the cell that sorts out what is dead and what is alive, disposes of what is dead.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy - #9-20 
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FREE RADICALS  
30x40” Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
A specific attention turned into what is unseen in the cellular and microscopic world, during what we 
thought would be the height of the pandemic in April 2020. A sudden curiosity and furthermore fear into 
what is in our atmosphere, on our surfaces, and feeling as to lack an understanding of how what we 
cannot see affects us.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy - #10-20 
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The following paintings were created in 2018-2019. They are the first paintings created in the series 
“Intangible”.  
 

 
 

 
TWINS  
(2X) - 26”x20” Acrylic on Canvas  
2018 
Two canvases hang facing each other, in similar but not quite identical forms. These vectorized symbols 
are derivatives of emotions and capture a moment in time. Twins, was the first painting of this style using 
heavily gessoed canvas, repetitive layering, and maintaining a sense of control as somewhat of a 
combatant against depression and chaos in life.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy- # 1-18, #2-18 
 

 
Ghost Touch 
26x20” Acrylic on Canvas  
Ghost Touch is the second piece created in this series and exudes sexuality, bodily shapes, and common 
symbols like a heart and foot.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy- # 3-18 
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SAVIOR  
26x20” - Acrylic on Canvas 
2020 
Savior is a painting about white America feeling like it is holy and righteous.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy - #11-20 
 
 

 
Meat Cage  
36x48” Acrylic on Canvas  
2019 
Like in much of the series, the body here is understood and viewed through the lens of digital tools such 
as a bezier curve, pen tool, and vectorized tools that derive images into shapes. The sharp contours of the 
body are distinctive in contemporary design but the artist is also paying homage to the likeness of artists 
like Egon Chile and Piet Parra, in their render of the body.  
Annalise Yuri Murphy- # 1-196- 
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